SOME

PSYCHOEtm~GETIC

EXPERIMENTS IN RUSSIA

Dr. H11liam A. Tiller

Ladies and gentle~en, it's a great pleasure to be with you today. Let me
talk to you of my trip to Russia. The trip to Russia came about last September
at the behest of the A.!t-E., "The Asso~iation for Research end Enlightenment",
who decided that they wo~!d t~~e a group of professional people: two psychiatrists~ two psychologigts~ tva u.n. IS and myself, 89 a physicist, to investigate"
as much as possible, what the Rusoian3 were doing 1n the area of psychoenergeticlS and to see if ,.;e could thcn~ with this deeper understanding. spread in
this country awareneS3 of that deeper understanding. 1 suppose, in fact~ my
talk todBy is one of the cc:-,;';eq uences of that in! tia1 idea.
Psychokines'is.

It's very impreSSive, as a phy3icist~ to be sitting at a table in a
restaurant where there eight be three, four or five hundred people. An individual comes in and sits dC'Hn next to me and, ~th some small amount of coaxing,
,takes off her weddi~g ring acd sets it three or four feet in front of her. She
then sits back, har.cs folded in her lap, and looks at the ring. She moves her
head slightly and that ring starts moving across the table. It slid, in jerky
steps, about four feet acrOS9 the tat;le. You know, as one observes such a
thing~ he just cannot help but believe that, in nature. there's much more
physics operating than we knov a~outt She did aoother study while sitting
there. She took a pen tcp ar.d placed it vertically on the table and, with her
cupped hands located about six ir:.~,hes to each side of the pen top. she moved
the pen top across the table. It stayed in a vertical position as it moved
across the table and mcved with little slides and jerks as she moved her hands
(without contacting the o~ject). This person was Nelya Kulagina and she is
illustrated in Fig. 1 levitating an object which weigh9d. of the order of
50 grams. I believe it was either a woocen or a plastic ball. Nelya is the
person in Russia with the greatest manifested ability at the moment in this
area. She 1s also an individual who suffers great stress during a performance
of P.K. (psychokinesis). She loses be~Jeen a pound to ~o pounds during a
regular performance and suffers great pain at the base of l~er brain and in
her eyes.
It turned out that the day we were there, she really wasn't going to perform for us because she had been ill for the previous three months and had been
on vacation. However, the A.R.E. group are very warm and very spirituallyoriented people and I thiok the ~a~th of their loving radiation evoked in her
a desire to serve our interests. Thus, she did perfo~ for us and it took her
only a minute or U']o to do these simple experis-?nts for us. Aften1arda, we
immediately felt her pulse and found it going eo fast that we could not count
it. After about a minute it wes do~ to around 150 and, after about ten mdnutes t
it was down to normal. She ~uffered pa1n at that point in time, so we didn't
press her to do any more. We hear that she is able to raise a burn on herself
or someone else mentally and to also removed it mentally. t.Je hear that she
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can stop the heart of a frog thet is hooked up electrically and is located
across the room from her. The Soviets conduct e~perimen~s where they can electrically stop and start the. -::-:::-ganisID, but "Then she stoils it mentally, they
cannot start it again. We hear: that she can move up to the order of two pounds
of material and, 1f you take a group of objects (sone metallic, some non-metallic, some Qagnetic, some non-Qagnetic, it doesn't matter w~at the properties), it
seems that she can move one or two objects amongst this grl"lup to7ithout moving all
of thee. She can specifically direct her enerw in t~is \·lC!Y. One can place a
screen around the objects and she ca.'1 !:love t:!ei!l ir..side the screen. It appears
that she cannot move o~jects in a vacuum. Her husband, who is an electrical
engineer~ suggests that this is primarily a p~yc~oI08ical reaction with her,
but she's not so sure. She is a verJ i~pressive inuividual in her performance
of P.K.
The second person we sa~ who co~ld oa~ife3t thQse qualities was AlIa Vinogradova. We found her 1n Moscow {see ~ig.2). AlIa is ~ery new to this practice
and she's jus t learning. She's bee::l er.peric:~~ :::i~!g 'i:!. ~h this ·for the order of
one to two years and hed i~i tillllj C:ecidcd that it l;a,o n I t ~ecessary to manifes t
such stress as o;:.e note!:; with Nelya. $;,0 dcvelcped ne!'self through the use of
a systee of autogenic traini ng end she presently man1fects no Gtress ~hen she
does P.K. Of cou!'se. she's still not Joine Dany of ~he ~~jor experiments that
Nelya does. AlIa started he!' stu::::!.es by m::>ving objects ag2.i~st the resistance
of rolling frictio!l u~ing a little alu:ninu;:a ciga!.' ca:!. 0::1 a transparent tabletop (a Luci te teb leta?) . She ~,-ould fi!'s t hold t~e can~!s ter and, after ho lding it for a while, she would then place it on t~"e tabletop and bring her hand
down with the edgz of her ral~ facing the cylinder. It would move away fro~
her palm. across the table, e.:1d th:::n s~e lo;'o'.lld quickly nove i.ler hand to the
other side of the table end t~e cisar can "o~ld s~op rolling in the one direction and begin to move back. In t h is .... ay. e:he Hould klove it back and forth
across the table top. Af ter s:te had done this for a fe~l minutes, she turned
to me and said, IIAll rig.'l t no';.1, I thi!lk yo~ cen do it. II I't:! always game to
try a novel experie;;:snt ~ so I tried and was amazed that I y18s able to do it.
I was able to bring my hand down and cau~e it to ~ove. It was quite delightful
to move this thing back and forth across the table, and I thought, IIBy God, I
really have it." Then, she brough::: me ~ack Co earth by saying, IIAll right
now, I will step it. II I didn f t believ~ that she could; t-<c·.. ever, she put her
hand about three feet a~ove t~e ta~leLop a~d. even though I tried to move it
will all of my intensity, it did~'t move at all! She just held her hand there
above the table, then jus t rotated h£~ hand a:td. to C! 2.S tonish=.eot, the Cigar
can rotated with he~ han::l. It ~']a9 abur.dantly clear that she was very much in
control of the object aid, althoug!l I had previou::ly been in control. I was
no longer. There ~vere one or ;:-.:0 other people there that she said could do
it as well a.:ld they found thet th~y cou:"d ir.-:ieed move the object. I presUI:le
that, once she haG Charged it, it i~ very easy for sooeone else to move it.
I had a little glow t~~e in ~J pocket and put it in the vicinity of the
cigar c.an and found that i t glo~:ed. Thus, there ~'le3 consic.erable electrostatic
energy in the vic.inity of the can aoc! I thought, "~-lell, look, it's just contact
electrification." This means t;1at if you hold an object and then separate the
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object end your band, the object takes on one sign of charge and your body takes
on a deficiency of that charge. Then, if you bring the hand down towards the
object, you'll get attractive forces operating between thee. The dilemma, here,
is that the attractive force would nean the can would move toward the hand instead of away from the hand. We could postulate that either she charges the
object with an additional energy of sane unknown kind and that this energy, in
turn, interacts with electrost~tic energy of the atoosphere to produce a sheath
of electrostatic energy around the body. Thus, when we put the f10'W' tube in the
vicinity of the object, naturally we would see such a discharge phenomena. On
the other hand, perhaps it is contact-electrification that is operating, but she
is able to invert the charge on her body froc the inside to .the outside, which
is a really great trick if you can do it. I think that this is much more unlikely.
One observation that was particularly interesting related to a comparison of
Nelya's and AlIa's work. \<lith Nelya. they looked for electrostatic nanifestations in the vicinity of the object and they found nooe. They placed objects
in Faraday cages and she still moved thea; they probed the objects with electroscopes and still found no appareot electrostatic manifestations. However, in
AlIa's case, such ~ifestations were ever present. In AlIa's case, there wes
a subjective feeling of energy in the solar plexis region at the front and in
the forehead at the front (more intense at the forehead). She feels and tries
to Dove the energy down through her arms and out her hands. Often she feels
that a discharge occurs from her fingers and it hurts. Melya, on the other
hand, feels the energy 1n the central part of the back and up the spine to the
base of the brain; always at the back, in her case. So, obviously, these two
ladies are doiog it differently and it suggests that perhaps that neither of
the~ are doing it optioally.
That is, if there is a machinery in the body for
invoking these energies which nay include a conbination of what they have been
doing or maybe more (a synchronization of energies, perhaps). It should be
clear that there are probably several ways of performing this function.
The Soviets developed a detector of the energy th2t functions during P.K.
and noted that energy pulsations occurred in the vicinity of the object. The
first such detector utilized Bar1uo Tit~nate as the sensing material. A nuch
better detector appears to be a plant with electrodes connected to the acupuncture points of the plant (see Fig. 4). They find that the energy pulsations
occur in the vicinity of the object and these pulsations are synchronized with
the respiration rete of the individual which are, in turn, synchronized with
the alpha rhytho of the brain wave and the heart rhythn. In this process there
appears to be a development of body coherence, and probably coherence may be a
suggestive word here. However, one observation that is of interest to rea is
that when they move the instrument away froo the object, either towards the
operator or away £roo the object on the other side, they lose this energy manifestation. In our conventional kind of physics. we think in terms of an
operator who is radiating some energy in our space/tice frame (see Fig. 3)
and, therefore, everywhere along the path we would detect energy but with
continuously changing intensity. In the prescnt case, it appears that there
are zones wherein one cannot detect this energy, suggesting that maybe at
least one of the important energies is functioning through a different spsce/
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t1Ge frane than that which we are accustomed to considering. I find that an
interesting speculation to look into in the future. Figure 4 shows the aspect
of the plant detector where one basically puts electrodes on the acupuncture
points of the plant. feeds the current output through a ceter into an amplifier and then looks at the current output as a function of time. Then one sees
~ normal biocurrent which is Qodi£i~d by these energy pulsetions which are detected as large current pulses. For the Bariuo titanate type detactor, the
current changes from s0D2th1ng like 5 to 7 1/2 during pulse. For the plant
detector, the change is frOD 5 to almost 100 (oicroaoperes) so plants are
really very good detectors of this type of energy.
Telepathy
The second topiC that I found to be of real interest io Russia is telepathy.
Today I intend to discuss aspects of 4 topics: psychokinesis, telepathy. Kirlian photography and acupuncture, because each of them indicetes so~ething
special to us about, perhaps, new aspects of physics. In the telepathy area,
one of the key things that the Russians brought to this work wns to hook up the
sender and receiver to electroencephalographs and, even if the sender nnd receiver were a thousand miles ap~rt, they can monitor the brain waves. They
find that when the sender starts to send, they see a change in the brain wave
pattern. of the receiver and then the receiver says, "1'm starting to get il
message." They find that if they take the sender end, with the eyes closed,
they playa strobe light on the eyes (i.e., a constant frequency pulsating
light), this produces a chClrC!.cteristic c\Hmge in the brain wave pattern of
the sender and they find this same characteristic pattern in the brain wave
of the receiver (along with the information about the cessage). The clincher
occurred when they took binoculars and placed them on the eyes of the sender
and then shone a strobe light of one frequency at one closed eye and another
frequency at the other closed eye. This produced ~ type of circulatory
pattern in the brain wave of the sender; it was e very complex pattern, one
· that tends to destabilize the sender, but he knows what is going on and so
is able to hold himself stable. However, the receiver doesn't know what is
going on and he just gets sickl That's a rather dramatic confirmation of
telepathy. In addition, the Soviets have done experiQents with the sender and
receiver placed in Faraday cages, so I'm told, which indicates that the transmitted energy is not el~ctro~agnetic. as we know clectromDgnetic energy anyway.
In another experiment in this general area, they took a mother rabbit and her
children. They hooked the mother rabbit to an clectroencephlograph. They also
took the children down below the ocean in a submarine and they killed the children one at a ti~e which is not a very nice experiQent, but it really indicates
something to us that is very important for us to re~lize. They recognized a
characteristic change in the brain wave pattern of the mother every time a
child was killed, which indicates ~ special connectedn~ss of the organis~s in
this case; i.e., of the fBOily of rabbits. This reinforces what we've heard
from many sources; i.e., that we're all connected in sane way at some level of
nature. In addition, it indicates as well that we ~re probably not dealing
with electromagnetic energy transmission here because it goes from above the
ocean to well below the ocean 2nd clectrom~enetic energy, as we know it~ could
not do that.
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Klrliau Photography
This is a new fOLD of r!lot~6ral;!17 u::li n;; hig:) voltag3 and yielding a. varie ty of interes ting r e sults. Pigure 5 indicates the l'e8ult::; that you might ge,t
froQ a leaf" There is no a? p lied lieht involved in this photography at all.
One just applies a high voltage to the l e af. One places the leaf between electrodes (see Fig. 10) and a pplies sooe pule e .3 of electrical pO\-ler. In the photograph, one sees the c~t:!.:i.na of the leaf a •.d all t he i ;: .121' ;Jtructure via the little
spots of light. \-lith this eJge cO;:O::la of e~ergy. the R:.::::sians thought that
they were seeing the aur.-.::. of the leaf. Subsequent: ucrk, I thiok. indicates lo1hy
they thought it was the aura (see Fig. 8). Figll::e 6 repre sents a photograph of
the palm of the hand uhere the brib~lt lines a:::c the Clilin lir.es on the palm that
the palmists look at. It t n rn:; oat tha t these are regions lower in resistance
than the surrounding3 and th eyf~e eoitting ~o~e energy. Figure 7 sho~s a
Russian coin, so ....~e see tha t this c?-=rate G also t>1i th i1!a~::~ate objects; agcdn
we see the ec; ge discharge arou:1d the coin.

Figure 8 reprzsentG o~e of the thiLlg~ that interz sts De :30 t::.uch about this
work. Here lJ'e ~e e a pic t ure o~ the : ec.f c,.".h:!.b:!.ting the corona discharge arol!nd
its edge and ~Je !:ee, on the rieh t h a:ld ~::li d~. il po:!:" t i r.J ::J. of t h e leaf really has
been cut: away and yet cn2 5til1. sees a pa~ ~: -=rn of e ne ::-6Y pb otog raphed from the
portion that \V'a s no lo~g ~ r t he r e . The :tu:::::;ia.:s ti~ ought that they were seeing,
in fact, the aur q of th:: lea: c::l1 t~-: 2 Y 'W2=~ ~ee:'r, g s C'2.'~ thing ~Thich was ,like
the los t-licb effect noted. in h~:::: a'il.J; i . e., a !:lan h ,? $ his leg cut off end then
feels thzt part 'o1hich is n~ lo!!S-:i:' th~re pl:y::dca lly . An e h e re they feel they
h a ve seen this lost-litili 0;:' lost-leaf effe ct. It we:::; interesting that in the
book, "Psychic Discoveries :G-=:lind t'"'.e Iron Curtain) II the a:.l thors indicated
that they could cut away up i n to n th:i,rd of the leaf and s till obtain this field
effect. Hhen I wen t to R~!i !3ia , t!"'..sy said, rr~il. that: HaBnlt quite true and that
you could really only do ~his if a n3xiQ~~ of 1 or 2 Fe~cent of the leaf was cut
away. Then. as I was le::?v:!.r:.g a L',~~tin8, 80;j2eCne stllck fl photograph of a leaf in
~ hand and I noted that c one ~r.ing o~ t~c orcz~ of 10 percent of the leaf had
been reooved and it Has still sho,-;:!.r.g in the photogra? h. I fro not sure what the
correct answer is at this sta8e. Hith our instrUt::ents in this country, no one
h a s been able to reproduce t h is pa rticular effect. However, we are presently
usin2 a different kind 0: in2tru~entaticn than tr,e Soviets. He must conclude
that there is s08e thi!':3 ve ry cC ::i'le:~ going on here.
At this stage of our I.!fIders tand:i.nt;) we I:1'J5 t think of the following as
being a type of speculation; howeve r, o~e co·.!::'c! rat :' cnelize this result if c.t
SODe level of substaoce there ~aG a r a~ i ation of en~rgy from information sources
which emitted a ccherent en8 rgy. It ~.J o'.I1d prcduce ~o 3e thing like a hologram of
energy, a force field, if yell li::e . I,a' -in ij a particular pattern. That pattern
or that force field would b~ th~ i :!.cld of force \:iithin ~.Jhich physical matter
was organized. In a ~o ~e'·:h at a3 alc g 0u~ vein, experiClents have been done in
which one takes a rat a :1-:i cut:~ out ~ Cll:e of i ~s Q.',!!:: cle, grir.ds up the 'Cluscle)
and then puts it back in :~ o t:~~ r.r:'::!..~~- e.;:ld clo:: e s it up asain. The body is found
to organiz~ that grol!nd-u~ r.:.!.cclc co ~:1L\t it t'c :?r"odu ':es its orieinal structure
the 'Way it ~'<1S before the i:1it:'ol c:!tti:1g. T~:'s :3u~1ests th~t, at some deeper
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level of substance~ there are force fields existing that already contain the
bosic information that leads to these structure at the physical level. If that
is the case, if we are able to pursue this kind of study properly, perhaps we
cnn do socething about the regrot-ring of limbs (just as a salamander does).
Again, this is very speculative; however, it is of value to project what are
soce of the possibilities that exist for us in the future if these experiments
bear out.
Let uS turn now to some details about the instr~entation. Basically,
the power source is a pulse generator having the characteristics illustrated in
Fig. 9. It is basically a square wave pulse, repeated about 60 times a second,
which has a height of 20,000 to 100,000 volts. The distance between electrodes
is such as to generate an electrical field of the order of 1 to 10 million
volts per centioeter at the surfa.ce of the sample. Underneath the pulse envelope is radio frequency energy of 75 kilocycles (KH), to 3 raegacycles (MEl).
Figure 10 illustrates the kind of instruoentation that one uses to take photographs. Basically. the power source feeds into a pair of electrodes and the
whole device 1s held together yith a sponge clQ~? to produc2 an even spacing.
A dielectric sheet, which produces a uniforn electric field, is placed between
one electrode and the object. The application of the field stimulates the
emission of energy from the ob j ec t . Hha t the Sovie ts th ink ae tually happens is
that the surface of the object is a heterogeneous cathode; we have regions of
low work function and regions of high work function. The regions of low work
function are the acupuncture points and low work function Qeans that the
energy needed to allow an electron to leave the solid matter is amaller than
at other locations so that more elec.trons stream out from such regions than
fron the surroundings. They stream out from the acupuncture points. They travel
across the air space. They ionize SOQe of the air and this produces a surrounding sheath of ions which focuses the electrons across this space. As the electrons accelerate in the field they pick up energy and, as they impinge upon
the Dolecules, they give off energy in bursts of light and it is this light
which then exposes the photograph. So we see, in this case, a series of transductions of energy or info~ation, if you like. The inforcation inherent within
the body is, let's say, manifest in the electrons coming out of the acupuncture
points. The information inherent, then, in the electron streams is transformed
to bursts of light as they impact the nolecules and the film is the final photographic transduction stage to put the information into a pattern that we see.
In Fig. II, we have a device which displays the inforoation on a televisiontype screen. An electrode is placed behind the object outside of the device
and. under the influence of the electric field, the electrons streae off the
object. They produce a pattern on the back surface of the dielectric block at
the left end of the device. The pattern is transposed to the inner side of the
dielectric block via polarization forces and then electrons are pulled off fron
this pattern and accelerated with the electrodes to produce an image on the
surface of the screen.
The Russians, by the way, have magn1ficnt1ons, at the mo~ent, of up to about
400 tiQ2S and they think itls p~~~~~le to go up to the order of 10,000 tines
nagnification. Figure 12 illustrates what is basically a oicroscope approach to
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the problem. What one does is place an object on the centerline and place an
electrode below it. If one is viewing the skin of the huoan body itself, then
only one electrode is needed; one doesn't need to use two electrodes. For such
a case. one places the skin on the centerline of the microscope. the electrical
power is applied to the side electrode and is [!}anifest at the bottom of the
device. This causes electron emission from the object and the generated light
focuses up through an iris into an objective lens, then up a collimating tube
into an eyepiece of the nicroscope so that one C3n visually observe what is
going on as experiments are p~'('fo!'!:ed on the subJect. One sees flares of energy
cOQing out of points on the body surface and the Soviets have correlated these
points with the acupuncture paints. Generally. they see ~y nore points than
are on the Chinese charts, but I suspect that just means we have O8ny more
acupuncture points to locate yet. They find that the intensity of the flares
and the color of the flares depend on the eootionc.l state) on the mental state
and upon the phYSical well-being of the individual. They are able to detect
indications of disease via these changing color patterns before the disease is
phYSically manifest and cao be observed by our conventional techniques.
Figure 13 shows another very interesting device modification. The
Russians use a transparent, but elastic, dielectric and, in addition, they use
a transparent electrode. ~fuat happens, basically, is that the inforcation from
the energy states of the body manifests as electron streams coming off this surface which then produce an infornation conversion into light. The light goes
through this transparent electrode and one can Donitor it with the eye or with a
caDera. We learned that the Russians arc building garcents out of this material
so you can place the garment over the individual and one enn then monitor various organs or body centers during particular experiments. For example, one
can monitor the chakras or the endocrine glnnds during an out-of-the-body experi~ent or during various kinds of psychic experiments and one can see where the
energy changes are taking place in the body and can see if, in fact, they are
synchronized one with another. Thus, this is a tool for really leerning a great
deal "about this whole area of evolution, of consciousness, medicine and parapsychology. I think it is a very useful tool and we'll hear ouch, nore about it
in the future.
The Russians did an in teres tlng experimen t wi th thig device. They used
such a device on the pale of a healer's hand when the healer was doing a healing
experiment. they found that. as he was starting to heal, the acupuncture points
were firing and they saw flares. ~~y of the points were flaring. But as he
tuned closer and closer to really healiog, the number of points firing decreased
but the area of discharge around anyone point increased. Eventuelly. when he
was really attuned to the subject, there was just a luoinous disk of the size
of a dime in the center of his palm. and this was at the point where the patient
says, "Yes, I really feel it now. JJ It looks very riluch like a type of coherent
energy corning through the palo that is doing the healing. But, again, the importance here 1s that the experiment definitely shows a cause and effect
relationship. That is, we see some oanifcstation of this energy associated
with the Dan's attempt to heal. lJow, let IJe quickly state that I don't think
that we are seeing a totally electromagnetic energy effect here even though
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see this luminous disk. It is doubtful that th2 energy involved in the
healing is clectronagnetic because welve looked for it with other E.M. devices
and have never seen evidence for it. Very likely, we are dealing with this
transduction condition again. One can visualize that sooe other form of energy
cones through the flesh and at such an intensity that it changes the work function for the passage of electrons. Thus, the electrons just naturally spill
out of the surface and are pulled across the air eap to produce this treeendous
light oanifestation. This is one of the things that ODe must realize in all of
this work; i.e., although all the instr~entation is electro~agnetic, the prinary eoergies appear not to be electromagnetic. There are probably many different kinds of unknown energies involved (I prefer to thipk that there are).
In addition, there is always a transduction phenomenon between one form of
energy and another so that we can see electromagnetic manifestations without
the primary action being electromagnetic.

~e

I did a siqple experioent with Thelma Moss' instruGent at U.C.L.A.
Figure 14 is a picture of my fingerprint in a normal state and, between this
and the taking of Fig. 15, I tried to just mentally move energy through my
body for about 30 seconds (with a constant breathing pattern). In Fig. IS,
one can see a greater energy intensity after energy movement. Many people
have suggested that ~hat one is seeing here is not electron emission but, in
fact, is associated with sweat glands and ionization. Thus, we did ao experiment which led to Fig. 16. I first put my hand in a plastic bag for a little
while and th.a t made the hand get moist; then, taking the plastic bag off, I
waited for the finger to dry partially. When all visible water was gone, a
photograph was taken. One can see a much greater reduction of the energy flares
on the finger after this treatment, which suggests that sweat is detrimental
rather than beneficial to the result.
Figure 17 shows a photograph of Thelma's of a subject they are using
in an alcohol expericent. Between this particular photograph and th~ ne~t one
(Fig. 18), the man has ingested 10 oances of alcohol and here one sees a considerable energy change. The important poiat to realize here is the presence
again of e direct cause and ~ffect relationship. We don't necessarily know at
this pOint which way is up and which way is down, which way is right or which
way is left; but we are able to see a change as we do something and we can begin to study the influence of various drugs on individuals, the influence of
one individual upon another, whether they relax, whether they become tense,
the effects of various foods, and so on. As we perfect the instrumentation to
really learn how it is working, then I think ~e will be able to say a great
deal about the effects of these things on the physiology of th~ individual.
Thelea Moss and her staff, using the U.C.L.A. instrument, have tried to reproduce the Soviet cut-leaf experiment. However, as I've nentiooed, they do oat
see the fringing field. They see other things in their photographs that the
Russians donlt see. ~e have to go at the investigation of this subject very
carefully to try to understand the differences between one type of equipment
and another before we can sey anything definitive as to whether, truly, there is
this cut-leaf effect or not. However, the implications for QaD in this experiDent are so great) it behooves us to chnsc it down vzry c~refully. In addition,
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we should not focus too tightly on the electron eoission type of explanation
for the phenomena but keep our minds open to the possibiliteis of other particles
and energies being operative.
Acupuncture
Let me now turn to acupuncture. In Fig. 19, we see some circuitry in the
humAn android. As you ~y know, acupuncture is really en ancient Chinese art
of preventative medicine. over 3,000 years old. The way they came upon it, I
hear, is they found that some of their warriors would be struck with arrows 1n
various places and yet other parts of their body would be paralyzed. By carefully trying to correlate these kinds of things, they found acupuncture points.
Initially. they used the order of 60 that dominated various aspects of the body
and then up to the order of 300, which they maintained for a long time. At the
moment, welve discovered Dore than a thousand acupuncture points. I suspect
that there are many more. You know, it's just like prioary blood arteries and
secondary and tertiary and then on down to the capillaries. The principal seems
to be. or the ancient idea was, that there were 12 meridians in the body, these
being circuits. Think of theo, if you like, like electrical cirCUits, but not
necessarily electrical, nore like wiring in the body. There's a subsurface
loop of this wiring and there's a d~ep inner loop of this wiring. The deep
inner loop is connected in so~e way with all the glands and body systems. The
s~bsurface loop is concected in SODe way with the surface at various points.
these points being called the acupuncture points.
When I was in London aod being treated for some gall bladder problems,
The doctor put a needle in point (/15 on CIy forehead and i t 'Was interesting to
me to hear the crunch of the needle as it went in. There was no pain, no blood,
just a noise heard from inside Gy head. I suspect that the needle touched the
bone and maybe it went 1nto a crevice in the bone to some degree. In te~ of
procedure, the doctor in London first felt my pulse. There are supposedly
six pulses on each wrist via which one can feel the energy flow in these
meridians. She checked my pulse and she said, "All right, you've got a problem
with the gall bladder and liver meridians." Then, she took another instrument
containing two electrodes, one of which I held in my hand as she moved the other
over my body. I~en the second electrode touches certain points on the skin,
the needle OD a meter in the instruceot swings upscale to a certain level and
she's able, then, to determine the level of activity or vitality of the organs
associated with these particular pOints. In this way, she was able to localize
the glands ~hich were giving the probleos.
Figure 20 illustrates the Russian tobiscope which is basically a smaller
modification of this same type of instrument that was being used in England.
The backside of the tobiscope is metal and the tip is metal. One holds the
back part and moves the metal tip over the surface of the skin. Inside, there
is a balanced electrical bridge circuit. The bridge is balanced when one
touches nomal skin (there the resistance is of the order of 2 mllion obns).
yfuereas, when one touches an acupuncture point, the resistance drops to the
order of 100,000 ohms or less and that upsets the balance of the bridge.
This imbalance generates a signal which is fed into a DC areplifier and that
£~plifies the signal which, in turn, activates a light io the front of the
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device. One could take that same energy and feed it into a little audio device so that a "beep" would be generated every time one touches an acupuncture
point. As this kind of instrument is ooved over the body, one finds a necwork
of points of low resistance, which means that there are shunt paths through
the body; i.e., some kind of circuitry which exhibits a low resistance compared to normal skin (lower by at least an order of magnitude). One also
finds that the resistance of these points 1s very sensitive to one's emotional
state, mental state, state of health and state of well-being. One finds a
difference beoween the sleep state and the awake state. For example, at nighttime, during sleep, the resistance is larger by 8 factor of 2 compared to the
daytime awake value.
I was trying an experiment with my wife, measuring the resistance of some
points on her knees (t"hich related to an abdomen probleo that she was having),
and she was sitting on the couch. I noted that the meter kept drifting and it
just wouldn't settle down to a fixed value. I suddenly looked up at har and
realized that she was starting to doze off to sleep. As she was undergoing
this consciousness change, the resistance cbange was also occurring. It mad~
for unreliability in the measurements.
Basically, the first aspect of point characteristics to recognize is their
electrical resistance. The s2cond aspect to note is that if one takes dissimilar electrodes. lik~ nickel and copper or nickel and silver, aad places
thee on cwo acupuncture points, a voltage of the order of 50 millivolts can be
developed and, if such electrodes are connected in series, one can obtain of
the order of a half 8 volt (enough to run a small toy). Currents of the order
of ten microamps can be drawn from one pair of electroces. Thus, the body is
acting like a Galvanic cell, if you like; it is performing a battery-type
function. This measurement can be used as ~ technique to test one's own mental concentration. This is, one can concentrate on these two points to increase
the potential, the electrical potential, and may increase it by as much as a
factor of ten. This occurs purely as a result of mentally focusing attention
on that intention. It's a very useful training device for an individual who
wants to develop greater control over his organism or who wants to do P.K.
The ancient Chinese thought of this meridian systeQ as a separate
circulatory systeo of the body on par with the blood, lycph and nerve 9yste~t
and I tend to think that's a good way to consider it at this point of time.
At least, if we think of it as new and separate, we will try to learn a great
deal about it, rather than saying, "Oh. it's just part of sOQ.ething else,'1 and
then sweep it under the rug so we don't have to study it carefully. The ancient
Chinese have always felt that there was an energy called IIGhi" flowing in these
neridiaos and that it was important that the meridians be balanced with respect
to each other. Disease was associated with an imbalaoce 1n these ~eridlans.
Individuals would go to the doctor about every 3 to 6 months, just as we go to
the dentist, and the doctor would balance their circuits as a foro of preventative nedicine. He was paid for this and then, if the individual ever did get
sick, the reverse situation took place and the doctor paid the patie~t in the
sense that he cured them for nothing. That seemed to be the kind of system
they had.
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The key aspect of the 80clel was that a fluid flowed in a unique circuit
of naoy channels and a balance between the channels was needed. One had to
have sufficient energy in these meridians for life functionin8 and it had to be
balanced because if it was i~balanced, then one would fine that there were
regions of the body receiving insufficient energy and that was where bacteria
and other d1sharoonies would develOp. Now, a ~odel that I would project to
you es a possible Godel to think about is that, if it is a flute-type systeD,
then, like Dost fluid syste~ of the body, a prioary component of the energy
would be in the forg of colloids. Thus} think of colloidal particles flowing
through these tubes. They must be very small (the tubes) because otherwise we
would have observed then in Western medicine; even if we didnlt believe they were
there, we would have still found them if they were large. Thus, they must be
very small. So long as the colloids are dispersed, there is no problem. However,
as disharmony develops at the deeper levels of ~an and ~oves towards the physical level, this 1s Qanifest as an alteraticn in an energy field which affects
this colloid stability probleo. Instead of reoaining dispersed, the colloids
begin to coagulate. i-Jow, instead of having little particles flowing, onE has
a raft flowing downstreao and it gets hung up at sane eddies or junctures in
the stream and produces a blockage. The fluid piles up and a pressure is produced in that fluid 11Gb of the circuit coopared to another limb of the circuit;
i.e., a pressure differential is developed. What ~]e fi.nd, 1n fact, is that if
one puts a needle into a point that needs to be stiDulated, the needle doesn't
cooe out easily. One finds that the skin pulls up arounu it and there's aloost
a suction force holding it in. liowever, when it's been there long enough to
change the energy balance and perhaps to have broken up this raft, the needle
withdraws very easily; the skin doesn't pull up around it anyt:lore. Thus, it
seems as if there's an actual iobala.nce which takes the form of a differential
pressure developed to hold this needle in at a point that needs atioulation.
Figure 21 shows an experiment thnt the Russians have performed to check
different hypnotic states of the consciousness of an individual by ~onitorine
the change in point resistance associated with different states. Artificial
reincarnation is a dynaci.c type of hypnosis where an individual is super wakeful as indicated by the higher conductivity. Thus~ by DonitoTing the resistance of these points, one can detect a change in the phYSiology of the individual.
Figure 22 shows the results of a Soviet experiQent where they used a
healer. They took an individual who was ill with respect to certain particular
body systeos and they illustrated on hin what they have called lithe setliconductor effec.t." One has a syt:!C2trical arrangeoent of acupunc.ture points on
the left side versus the right side of the body. When one ~easures resistance froo left to right, he eets a certain value. If he switches the electrodes around and then oe8sures froD right to left, he finds, if the individual
is healthy, the sane value. However, if the patient is unhealthy, then there
will be a difference, and the degree of difference is proportional to the degree of advancement of the disease or dishealth. if you like, of that particuler
organ of the body. This oalfunction affects the entire meridian. In the experi~ent, Victor Adaoenko took an individual and looked ~t the particular neridian where he vas having problems and oonitored several points along this oeridian
(see Fig. 22). J\daQenko also took a healer. sO!'!lcone who proj ec ts energy fran
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his hands, and detercined no difference in resistance on him be fore the experineut. However, after the individual had projected energy to the patient, there
was a decrease in the differential resistance for the patient and an increase
for the healer. So the healer unbalanced his circuitry in order to bring about
some measure of balance in the particular meridians of the patient. Thus, we
see via the change in the seoiconductor effect that the healer can influence
the patient (the energy transfer Bechanism is unknown to us), and we can utilize the acupuncture points to nonitor this cause-effect relationship.

The North Koreans heve done some vary, very interesting work in the
area of acupuncture. Professor Kim Bong Han, with a tBaG of investigators,
did much work in the 50's and the early 60's. In one experiaent, they injected
radioactive phosphorus (p32) into an acupuncture point on the stooach of a
rabbit to test out the fluid circuit idea. As indicated in Figs. 23 & 24, he
found that the radioactive phosphorus was located pricarily along the meridian
as distinct from regions adjacent to the Deridian in the surrounding tissue.
As can be seen from Fig. 23, they found about an order or magnitude difference
laterally versus longitudinally to the oeridian, which shows that there is a
particularly organized channel for the passage of this fluid. They also found
that, when they monitoreu these particular points, resistance-wise, there was
a biorhytho which was of the order of 4 to 6 cycles per second and it existed
as long as there was radioactivity present but disappeared when the radioactivity was gone.
In conclusion, what the Russians seem to be doing 1n this total area of
psychoenergetics is to consider the information process~s as biological information; this applies to telepathy, dowsing effects, various · kinds of hypnosis,
eyeless sight, and so on. They are also looking at the control of this energy
through P.K., thoughtography and other tbings of this nature. Further, they
are studying a variety of different tools for investigation, such as Kir1ian
Photography and various kinds of detectors, such as plants, insects and
liquid crystals.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Nelya Kulagina levitating a small wooden sphere.
AlIa Vinogradova rolling an aluQinum cigar can along a transparent
lucite tabletop using P.K.
Radiation field during P.K. if priwe energy op~rat~s in our conventional space-tioe frame.
Illustration of current pulses froo a plant sensor during P.K. experiment (electrodes attached to the acupuncture points of the plants).
Kirlian photograph of a leaf (taken by V. Adamenko).
Kirlian photograph of skin in the palm of the hand (taken by V. Adamenko).
Kirlian photograph of a Russian coin (taken by V. Adanenko).
Kirlian photograph of a cut leaf.
Electrical output properties of energy source.
Simple electrode device for taking Kirlian photographs.
Cathode Ray Tube device for taking Kirlian photographs.
Microscope objective lens housing for direct observations of energy
patterns.
Transparent electrode device for continuous monitoring of energy
patterns.
Corona discharge around the author's finger in noroal state.
Corona discharge around the author's finger after having mentally
visualized the J;Jovement of energy through his body for IS secones.
Discharge effect after hand has been in a plastiC bag.
Alcohol experi~enc - after patient has ingested 2 oz. of alcohol
(courtesy of Thelaa Moss).
Alcohol experiment - after patient has incested 12 oz. of alcohol
(courtesy of Thelraa Hoss).
SOI71.e t:leridian circuitry and SOf3e acupuncture points in the body.
Schematic diagram of the Adaoeuko tobiscope.
Illustration of acupuncture point conductivity change as a function
of stat~ of consciousness.
The "healer-patlen til experit:len t.
Distribution of p32 (lOOmc) chr~e hours after its injection inco an
acupuncture point located in the abdocinal skin.
Distribution of p32 after injection of p32 (lOOnc) into the fe~ur area.
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